INSTALLATION GUIDE IG# 132

DUAL SEAL ADJUSTMENT INSTRUCTIONS



NOTE: This IG is for 3 in thick acoustic door
with two sets of neoprene compression
seals.

SEAL ADJUSTMENT INSTRUCTIONS


Begin by removing caps (A) from the retainers
beginning with the header. Close and latch the door.



Loosen the upper and lower retainer screws (D) from
the slotted holes (E). Slide the lower retainer forward
until you feel the seal make positive contact with the
door. Work your way around the door pressing the seal against the door while tightening each lower retainer
screw. Be sure to check that the seal is not pressed too tightly against the door as this may cause latching
issues.



Once the lower retainer (C) is adjusted and fastened into place you can now adjust the upper retainer (B).
Slide the upper retainer forward until the seal makes positive contact with the door. Work your way around
the door pressing the seal against the door while tightening each upper retainer screw.



Check the gap between the door and the seal with the plastic card provided. The card should fit snug and
stay in place under its own weight. If there is a gap in a section of the seal then loosen the upper retainer
screw closest to adjust it. With a wood block and hammer you can tap the section of the seal tight where it
does not make contact. Then retighten the screw. The card should fit snug along the entire perimeter of the
door.



Check the door seal by firmly closing the door several times and rechecking for positive contact around
perimeter of the door. Finally, check for any light leaks between the frame and retainer or at the mitered
corners. Adjust accordingly.



NEVER MOUNT ANY HARDWARE ON THE SOUND SEAL CAPS!
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